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Abstract 
The planar graph representing the truncated icosahedron is a cubic graph with 60 vertices and 
90 edges. The computation of the chromatic polynomial of this graph is computed by enhancing 
the algorithm based on the classical Delete-Contract theorem as well as finding approaches for 
substantially modifying a computation tree during computation. The result itself is an interesting 
example of the time/space tradeoffs that are important in large computations. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In 1965 Hall et al. [4] announced the completion of the manual computation of the 
chromatic polynomial of the planar dual of the map representing the truncated icosa- 
hedron. This chromatic polynomial gives the number of ways, for each non-negative 
integer, to color the faces of the graph shown in Fig. 1. 
This research had two objectives. The first is to develop and implement an effective 
algorithm for computing the chromatic polynomial of the face map of the graph shown 
in Fig. 1. The second was to study how it is possible to modify a computation tree in 
order to improve the efficiency of an algorithm. Regardless of the ultimate success of 
the first objective, the research would study computation trees and the operations that 
could be performed on these trees to improve an algorithm’s performance. When it 
turned out that the first objective was less daunting than anticipated, the first objective 
was broadened to finding an effective algorithm to compute the chromatic polynomial 
of the cubic graph with 60 vertices and 90 edges shown in Fig. 1. The current version 
of the successful algorithm is built on the algorithm described in [3]. The algorithm 
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Fig. 1. The huncated Icosahedron-TI 
described in [3] was not capable of computing the chromatic polynomial of the TI 
until the idea of thresholds was added. 
2. The chromatic polynomial 
The chromatic polynomial of TI is given in terms of the tree basis, {,%(A - 1)’ 1 
i= 1,2,..., 58,59}. When the chromatic polynomial is expanded in Mathematics, the 
largest coefficient is 
29,111,044,852,232,535,929,992,609, 
which is the coefficient of A . ‘* The largest coefficient, in absolute value for the chro- 
matic polynomial of the face colorings of the graph in Fig. 1 is 
4,710,499,040,596,052,917, 
which is the coefficient of A7. The computation of the chromatic polynomial of the 
face map takes six seconds. The computation of the chromatic polynomial of TI takes 
just over two minutes. The chromatic polynomial of TI is 
=+1~(~-1)59-31~(~-1)58+496~(~-1)57 
-5456A(/2 - 1)56 + 46364/2(1- 1)” - 324240/2(/2 - 1)54 
+1941220A(L - 1)53 - 1022008OA(1- 1)52 + 48237926A(A - 1)51 
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-207094314A(A. - 1)50 + 8178346901(jk - 1)49 - 299744372OA(j” - 1)” 
+1026980285OA(A - 1)“7 - 33089098416/%(i - 1)4h 
+100758411962A(A - 1)45 - 291192084188A(ju - 1)” 
+801569634483i(i - 1)“’ - 2108196739713X(j. - l)J’ 
+5311963725408;(1~ - 1)4’ - 1285255426890G(R - 1)40 
+29922898846235A(A - 1)39 - 67154991278355j(A - 1)3x 
+1455120541529931(A - 1)j7 - 304836788063055j.(A - 1)36 
+61817255089221OA(A - 1)” - 1214739065732476A(A - 1)3” 
+2315151307694176A(;~ - 1)3” - 4282808836109918A(~ - 1)” 
+76948322932703231(2 - 1)3’ - 13433721184169781A(i - 1)‘” 
+22796076446092435i(A - 1)‘” - 37606234611032725i(j. - 1)” 
+60309753511578412R(A - 1)27 - 94004580469574126j(1. - 1)‘” 
+142348610226127223A(A - 1)” - 20926670142459677Oi(i - 1)” 
+298378129391298591A(i - 1)” - 412091725743579465L(A - 1)” 
+550387563981875794i(A - 1)” - 709432549826457421A(j. - 1)” 
+880355008948964903j~(l. - 1)‘” - 1048685970822480926A(i - 1 )I8 
+1195069843454092721;.(/! - 1)17 - 1297726552271492285A(;b - 1)‘” 
+1336702915540909683A(A - 1)‘” - 129919380829473031O;(i - 1)” 
+1184372579288981385A(jL - 1)13 - 1005700050516989354i(~ - 1)” 
+789082174774901010~(~ - 1)” - 566700401123828451~(L - 1)” 
+3683704200161664301~(1~ - 1)9 - 213791814211378764/,(i - 1)’ 
+108915091394893083~.(A. - 1)7 - 4764974665664821Oj(A - l)h 
+17381880379757311A(A - 1)5 -- 50683839004608741.(A - 1)” 
+1105925667416544A(~V - 1)’ - 160271797870414A(R - 1)’ 
+11551226205884;(A - 1)‘. 
The coefficients of A(>” - l), called the chromatic invariant, in both the Hall polynomial 
and the chromatic polynomial of TZ are the same, as expected from [l]. In addition, 
[2] says that the values of the coefficients of A6’, 1.59, JW5*, Aj7, and i.56 are correct 
since the girth of TI is 5. 
The zeroes of this polynomial were calculated using Mathematics’s Solve and N 
functions. In Table 1 only the magnitude of the complex part of the conjugate pairs 
of roots is shown. 
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Table 1 
Zeroes of P(T1, A) 
Real part Imaginary part Real part Imaginary part 
-0.353201 0.893218 1.83108 1.44106 
-0.264747 1.25548 1.9529 1.35368 
-0.0934544 1.4874 2 
0 2.08185 1.25448 
0.0864566 1.66102 2.19039 1.13719 
0.28158 1.76971 2.28682 1.02902 
0.468685 1.84744 2.36177 0.943444 
0.65373 1.87572 2.37773 0.871072 
0.831999 1.87655 2.395 1 0.760114 
1. 2.4236 0.6319 
1.00266 1.85202 2.45394 0.502574 
1.16696 1.80651 2.47796 0.38456 
1.3222 1.75233 2.49801 0.28111 
1.46962 1.68642 2.50869 0.181896 
1.60336 1.61134 2.50988 0.0879693 
1.71806 1.52759 2.51273 
3. The algorithm 
The first attempt to solve any problem usually involves an attempt at a head-on 
approach. The Delete-Contract Theorem [6] provides the basic idea for such an algo- 
rithm to compute a chromatic polynomial. As the size of the problem increases, heuris- 
tics need to be found to make the algorithm more efficient and to make increasingly 
larger problems solvable. At some point it may become apparent that a straightforward 
approach is not likely to yield a solution without a new idea. The need for a more 
subtle approach to computing the chromatic polynomial of TI was considered more 
seriously when the results in Table 2 were calculated. This table indicates how many 
non-isomorphic graphs with 39 vertices would have to have their chromatic polyno- 
mial calculated in order to be able to compute the chromatic polynomial of TZ. These 
numbers depend on the particular computation tree used for the calculation, but do 
give a reasonable estimate of the actual problem that would be encountered with any 
computation tree. 
Table 2 gives the number of graphs with 39 vertices and between 54 and 62 edges 
that were generated in reducing TI using the Delete-Contract Theorem algorithm. 
The graph isomorphism testing software nauty written by Brendan D. McKay of the 
Australian National University [5] was incorporated into the counting process so that 
the number of graphs generated could be split into the number of isomorphism classes 
and the number of copies of representatives of the equivalence classes. Table 2 indicates 
that to solve the original problem would require the computation of the chromatic poly- 
nomials of over 2500 non-isomorphic graphs with 39 vertices, if only non-isomorphic 
graphs needed to have their chromatic polynomials calculated. Since the algorithm 
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Table 2 
Graphs in the reduction of TI 
Number of graphs with 39 vertices in a reduction of TI 




















9 126 327 9126328 
18533532 18 533 540 
20 359 562 20 359 652 
15416795 15416838 
8714301 8714336 
3 756018 3 756 830 
1211961 I212227 
272 138 272 166 
33 803 33 804 
77 424 43 7 77427021 
would require non-trivial time for each of these graphs, the problem as a whole was 
still unmanageable. 
The key to developing the final algorithm was the incorporation of a series of thresh- 
olds in the computation. The algorithm grows the computation tree to a threshold level 
and only lets graphs through to the next lower level provided the graph is not isomor- 
phic to any graph at the current level that had previously had its chromatic polynomial 
computed. On return to this threshold level, the chromatic polynomial of the graph is 
made part of the final answer and is put in a table to be used if isomorphic copies 
of this graph arise later in the computation. If the graph is isomorphic to a previously 
encountered graph at this threshold level, the chromatic polynomial is looked up in a 
table and a new graph is taken from a stack of waiting graphs so that the computation 
can continue to completion. The algorithm for computing a chromatic polynomial is 
described in [3]. The algorithm used to compute the chromatic polynomial of TZ used 
45 thresholds varying from 58 to 14. The final table of non-isomorphic graphs con- 
sisted of 95 074 entries in a table of size about 95 megabytes. The computation time 
was 120 s using a Sun UltraSPARC-II rated at 296 MHz. The large amount of space 
used saved the computation of the chromatic polynomials of over 77 million graphs. 
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